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EPA & CARB BLUE SKY RECOGNIZED!

Among the lowest emissions 
in the industry, and the highest 

power in 603 cc LPG class.

the most reliable and powerful 
20” propane grinder on the market.
designed to improve productivity, 
performance and safety.

introduces the new



Propane Engine Kawasaki FS481V

Engine Capacity 603 cc / 36.8 cu.in.

Weight of Machine 645 lbs / 292 kg

Adjustable Grinding Pressure
(built-in weights)

267-364 lbs /
121-165 kg

Working Width 20 in / 510 mm

Tool Holder Diameter 3 x 9in / 3 x 225 mm

Tool Holder Rpm 610-1090 rpms

Engine RPM 2000-3600 rpm

Application wet or dry

Dust-vacuum yes

Vacuum Hose Port 2.5 in / 63 mm

Water feeding (with pump) Peripheral & Front 
MIST; 

Water tank capacity 5.2 gal / 20 L

Propane tank capacity 20 lbs / 9 kg

Machine Size
L x W x H

51x22x47 in /
128x56x120 cm

Crate Size
L x W x H

55x28x55in / 
139x71x140cm

Crate Weight 818 lbs / 371 kg

technical specifi cation

THE FIRST...

L20G-X can be run between 610-1090 rpms,
allowing for more e� ective grinding and 
improved tooling life.

Lavina Fuel-Minder is a high-performance digital 
system for closed loop fuel management.

Lavina misting system produces 10 micron water 
droplets which e� ectively suppress and remove 
dust particles from 0.1 to 1000 microns.

truly variable speed propane grinder
 

with intelligent fuel control system

with dust suppression fine misting system

20G-X



L20G-X FEATURES

improved dust collection efficiency 

The vacuum hose connection is 
now closer to the dust source. 

Also, a new fl oating skirt with a fl exible brush 
for better dust containment. Skirt can be 
replaced without taking the engine o� . 

dust Suppression Fine Misting System
with 4 high pressure spray nozzles

Small water droplets e� ectively suppress and 
remove breathable fugitive dust particles from 
0.1 to 1000 microns. You can also have water 
delivered under the machine at the same time 
for optimal tool performance.

new Intelligent fuel control system

The Lavina Fuel Minder with closed loop fuel management is 
highly responsive to changes in engine load, providing optimum 
air-to-fuel ratio regardless of operating conditions, and improved 
fuel range. Featuring LCD screen with user interface, service 
reminders, emissions warnings, battery voltometer, and more...

completely redesigned grinding head with 
low-friction chain gear planetary drive

The combination of the new dust-proof chain drive and the 
highest engine power output in the 603cc class increases the 
machine service life, and results in the most reliable and powerful 
20” machine on the market. 

The perfect balance between the new frame geometry and 
grinding head weight delivers superior maneuverability and easy 
tool changes.

A small grinder with big capabilities...

20G-X



charging phone station with dual USB 2.0 
port (3.15 amps for faster charging with a shut-
o�  when charge is complete)

Also, a durable stainless steel cup holder

new adjustable handle bar

Multiple handle positions for more 
convenient operation and transportation. 
Make sure the handle position is locked 
when moving or using the machine.
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20G-X

manufactured by

two led lights for monitoring the floor 
refinement

A fl exible LED light with a magnetic attachment 
on the base in front provides great visibility in 
front of the machine. 
A second LED light is attached in the back of the 
machine and directed to the fl oor so you can 
monitor the scratch pattern.

Easy-to-use integrated weights 

With the weights down, you increase the 
grinding head pressure to 364 lbs, and 
you can grind more aggressively. Grinding 
pressure with weights in upward position is 
267 lbs. 
Weights also serve as lifting points when 
machine has to be moved with a foorklift.




